
Black Max- the super charged portable
with truckmount power! The Black Max
combines the power of two 3-stage vacuum
motors, a robust 400 psi pump, electric heat
and the Perfect Heat system to give you the
most powerful portable on the market.

More recovery. The two
3-stage vacuum motors
deliver 220" of waterlift and
101 CFM of extraction.These
tremendous vacuums deliver
nearly 50% more waterlift
than two 2-stage motors!

More Power. The heavy-duty, adjustable 
400 psi pump can handle the toughest jobs.

More Heat. Not only does the Black Max
have an electric heater, it also uses our
patented Perfect Heat System.This system
continuously provides the hottest solution
temperatures available. No other system can
maintain water temperatures as high as
Perfect Heat!
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The Professional Choice for 
Floor Care Equipment

Black Max Upright Extractor

Shown with optional
Wonder Wand
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Large 12" stair
climbing wheels
and dual pig-tail
on heated models.
Tools fit right on
the unit for easy
portability.

Large solution and
recovery tank
openings for easy
tank cleanup and
filling.

Clam shell design
allows easy access
to pump and
heater.

Wheeled handle
for maximum
ease of loading
and unloading.

Front mounted
pressure gauge on
400 p.s.i. models
and recessed
brass connector.

Independent
motors, pump and
heater switches.

Model

PF1354PHP-3

Solution Tank

13 gallons

Recovery Tank

11 gallons

Vac Motor

Dual 3-stage 

Waterlift

220"

Electric Heat p.s.i.

400

Weight

123 lbs.yes and Perfect Heat

Black Max extractors use two
very high powered vacuum
motors. These motors produce
enormous amounts of heat.
Perfect HeatTM technology cap-
tures this heat and uses it to
heat the water used to clean
the carpets. This unique process
requires no additional electric
power and is very simple and
dependable. This process is so
unique and so effective that it
is being patented. No other
system can maintain water
temperatures as high as
Perfect HeatTM!

Perfect HeatTM... here’s how it works
Water is delivered from the
tank to the pump.

The Perfect HeatTM coils preheat 
the water.

The electric heater super heats
the already preheated water.

A steady supply of hot water is
sent to the wand.
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